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Abstract
Progressive Image Transmission is useful for the images that 
are large in size and required a time to transmit. The basic idea 
behind PIT is to transmit the image in progressive manner. Sending 
the important information part of image first. This can be done 
by Region Of Interest (ROI), Levels of Detail, Progressive 
transmission capability, Lossless and lossy image transmission, 
Drawing a ROI, Region Identification. In Digital Image Processing, 
Progressive Image Transmission (PIT) plays a great role.  In this 
paper we have used PHP- CG library to transmit and  find the 
PSNR & time taken to transmit large Images over the web.
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I. Introduction
Progressive Image Transmission (PIT) is a popular technique for 
transmitting digital images in a limited bandwidth environment. 
It divides the transmission process into a number of stages and 
refines quality of the reconstructed image progressively. In 
the beginning stage, only a few bits are sent to receiver(s) for 
reconstructing a rough but recognizable estimate of the image. 
In the subsequent stages, the quality of the reconstructed image 
gets improved as more and more details are added. The receiver(s) 
can decide to stop the transmission when they feel that the image 
is clear enough [5].
The specification and progressive image transmission method 
can be applied to reduce the transmission time of images in low 
bandwidth environments [6]. Before storing an image on the server 
one can prepare RoIs for important parts which will be refined 
first when the image is transmitted. At the client side, the user may 
select arbitrary regions of the image for refinement which may 
overlap the RoIs specified, without having to retransmit already 
received data. Furthermore, an image browser can be implemented 
which supports zooming and panning through remotely stored 
large images.

II. Digital Image
Digital Image Representation. An image is defined as a two-
dimensional function ie. a matrix, f(x, y), where x and y are spatial 
coordinates, and the amplitude of f at any pair of coordinates (x, y) 
is called the intensity or gray level of the image at the point. Color 
images are formed by combining the individual two-dimensional 
images. For example, in the RGB color system, a color images 
consists of three namely, red, green and blue individual component 
images. Thus many of the techniques developed for monochrome 
images can be extended to color images by processing the three 
component images individually. When x, y and the amplitude 
values of f are all finite, discrete quantities, the image is called 
a digital image.

III. Progressive Image Transmission (PIT)
Progressive Image Transmission (PIT) is a popular technique for 
transmitting digital images in a limited bandwidth environment. 
It divides the transmission process into a number of stages and 
refines quality of the reconstructed image progressively. In 
the beginning stage, only a few bits are sent to receiver (s) for 
reconstructing a rough but recognizable estimate of the image. In 
the subsequent stages, the quality of the reconstructed image gets 
improved as more and more details are added. The receiver (s) 
can decide to stop the transmission when they feel that the image 
is clear enough [7]. Generally, a PIT scheme should satisfy the 
following four requirements.

The transmission process is divided into a number of 1. 
stages.
The size of the transmitted data in each stage should be the 2. 
same if possible.
The reconstructed image should be as clear as possible in 3. 
the early stages.
The previously received data can be combined with the 4. 
currently received data to refine the reconstructed image; 
i.e., the previous data can be reused.

IV. Basic Need for Image Transmission
Fig. 1, shows the need layout of, the need for Image Transmission. 
Basically Transmission need the following 

Compression1. 
ROI2. 
Resize3. 

Fig. 1: Basis Structure for Image Transmission

V. Compression
Images require substantial storage and transmission resources, thus 
image compression is advantageous to reduce these requirements. 
Images contain large amounts of information that requires much 
storage space, large transmission bandwidths and long transmission 
times. Therefore it is advantageous to compress the image by 
storing only the essential information needed to reconstruct the 
image [3]. An image can be thought of as a matrix of pixel (or 
intensity) values. In order to compress the image, redundancies 
must be exploited, for example, areas where there is little or no 
change between pixel values. Therefore images having large areas 
of uniform colour will have large redundancies, and conversely 
images that have frequent and large changes in colour will be less 
redundant and harder to compress. Images require much storage 
space, large transmission bandwidth and long transmission time. 
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The only way currently to improve on these resource requirements 
is to compress images, such that they can be transmitted quicker 
and then decompressed by the receiver. According to [2] “Image 
compression algorithms aim to remove redundancy in data in a way 
which makes image reconstruction possible.” This basically means 
that image compression algorithms try to exploit redundancies 
in the data; they calculate which data needs to be kept in order 
to reconstruct the original image and therefore which data can 
be ’thrown away’. By removing the redundant data, the image 
can be represented in a smaller number of bits, and hence can be 
compressed.
Many different image compression schemes exist, and several, 
often completely, different methods can be used for each of the 
different steps in an image compression scheme, and the different 
methods can often be combined in any way. Some examples are 
the Matlab implementation of SPIHT which is used as a reference 
compression. The latest version also support the effective JPEG-
2000 format. The standard JPEG format is also supported but the 
compression rate is not a good as expected, perhaps the overhead 
information is relatively large [4].Images require substantial 
storage and transmission resources, thus image compression is 
advantageous to reduce these requirements. The report covers 
some background of wavelet analysis, data compression and 
how wavelets have been and can be used for image compression. 
An investigation into the process and problems involved with 
image compression was made and the results of this investigation 
are discussed. It was discovered that thresholding was had 
an extremely important influence of compression results so 
suggested thresholding strategies are given along with further 
lines of research that could be undertaken. Images contain large 
amounts of information that requires much storage space, large 
transmission bandwidths and long transmission times. Therefore 
it is advantageous to compress the image by storing only the 
essential information needed to reconstruct the image. An image 
can be thought of as a matrix of pixel (or intensity) values. In 
order to compress the image, redundancies must be exploited, for 
example, areas where there is little or no change between pixel 
values. Therefore images having large areas of uniform colour 
will have large redundancies, and conversely images that have 
frequent and large changes in colour will be less redundant and 
harder to compress [4].

A. Lossless and Lossy Image Transmission
This requirement, along with the progressive image transmission, 
can enhance the quality of an image until it reaches an acceptable 
level of quality for operational or tactical exploitation. This 
capability is required for a very high detailed images, where the 
time to transmit the target image is not an operational requirement  
and the image is transmitted up to a lossless quality over the time 
just appending new parts of the code stream after each sender’s 
transmission opportunity [8]. Wavelet Transform (WT) is a 
powerful tool for image decomposition. The motivation of using 
the WT in image coding is in the properties like Orthogonality 
Signal decorrelation, Multiresolution approach, Approximation 
smoothness [11-12].

VI. PHP
PHP is an important player in the software development market. 
Its popularity with both private software developers and corporate 
IT departments is having a growing impact on the market for 
commercial software as well. While PHP is heavily used in the 
development of web based software, it is not limited to this 

field. Today, PHP is a full featured comprehensive programming 
language with solid object orientation support. While it was called 
a scripting language in the past, today it is more referred to as a 
dynamic programming language. Unlike traditional programming 
languages such as C/C++, PHP does not have to be compiled. 
Instead the source code is interpreted at runtime [1].

VII. XAMPP
XAMPP [9], or Xamp, is a (L or W)AMPP server package 
installer, principally for a simple installation of Apache server 
and its required ancillaries on a Windows PC. It is a ‘one-click’ 
complete server install. Occasionally there are issues to resolve and 
these are detailed here. On the next page is an XAMPP Windows 
user guide. Some database tools (phpMyAdmin, SQLite), PHP 
Packages (PEAR)  and other development tools. With its features, 
even it is possible for XAMPP to be use for personal  home page 
to production site for developments [10].
It makes a combined Apache, MySQL, PHP, and Perl install on 
Windows very smooth compared to the individual build & config 
method normally necessary. Together with several other add-ons 
also installed with the package, it produces a top-class full working 
server install. It is angled toward dev not production, so security 
considerations are not paramount. 
Installs a standard LAMP server environment on a Windows PC 
(deduct the ‘L’ = a WAMP installation). The initials come from 
the common production server environment, i.e. a working public 
webserver:
   Linux                    -- the OS
   Apache server       -- the server application
   MySQL                 -- the database application
   PHP                       -- scripting language

VIII. CG Library
Cairo is a native PHP extension to create and modify graphics 
using the Cairo Graphics Library. The Cairo Graphics Library is 
a 2D library written in C with support for multiple output devices. 
Currently supported output targets include the X Window System, 
Quartz, Win32, image buffers, PostScript, PDF, and SVG file 
output. Experimental backends include OpenGL (through glitz), 
XCB, BeOS, OS/2, and DirectFB [13]. The library also has support 
for two types of text manipulation and layout. The “toy” API 
provides demo quality support, and the glyphs API, although 
full-featured, works best with a helper library such as pango. 
Font backend support includes FreeType, Quartz, Win32, and 
User fonts.
There are two types of computer graphics, vector and raster. Raster 
graphics are the representation of images as an array of pixels. 
Vector graphics use geometrical primitives such as points, lines, 
curves or polygons to represent images. The primitives are created 
using mathematical equations. The Cairo Graphics Library takes 
a vector approach to graphics, allowing smaller size, infinite 
zooming, and moving, scaling and rotating without degrading 
image quality. We have used the CG Library to resize the image 
and then converting it to gray scale. Then finally we find the 
PSNR in both the cases. The main outcome is the transmission 
time which is very less in case of large images.
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IX. Results 

A. Peak Signal to Noise Ratio
This function displays the PSNR (peak signal-to noise ratio) 
between two imaged. PSNR is very common in image processing. 
A sample use is in the comparison on between an original image 
and a coded/decoded image. A higher PSNR would normally 
indicate that the reconstruction is of higher quality. It is most 
easily defined via the Mean Squared Error (MSE) which for two 
m×n monochrome images I and K where one of the images is 
considered a noisy approximation of the other is defined as: 

On testing different image in Computer having configuration, Core 
2 Duo processor with RAM of 2 GB. The result shown in Table 
1, PSNR on 10% resize of the Image and Table 2 shows the time 
difference and PSNR of the grayscale Image.

Table 1: Result after Resize of Different Test Cases

Original Resize (10%) 
Size PSNR

Lena (1024x1024) 
size 231kb

(307x307) 
size 78.4kb

8.7903

Mandrill 
(2816x2112)
 size 1.95Mb

(281x211) 
size 76.7kb 12.4731

Gold Hill 
(2816x2112) 
size 2.69Mb

(281x211) 
size 53.6kb

7.5289

Boat
(2816x2112) 
size 2.91Mb

(281x211) 
size 64 kb

9.7702

ClubHouse 
(2816x2112) 
size 2.34Mb

(281x211) 
size 49.6kb

7.6027

Table 2: Result of Time Difference and PSNR for Different Test 
cases

Grayscale Size PSNR Time 
Difference 

Lena 
(281x211) 
size 13.5kb

13.3813 Less by 1/5th

Mandrill (281x211) 
size 16.0kb 23.8028 Less by 1/4th

Gold Hill (281x211) 
size 10.5kb

26.5697 Less by 1/4th

Boat 
(281x211) size 
12.6kb

23.3781 Less by 1/4th

ClubHouse 
(281x211) 
size 9.71kb

27.2072 Less by 1/4th

Fig. 2: Resize (10%) of Original lena)

Fig. 3: Grayscale of Lena
(On Transmission Image Took 1/5th time to the Original 
Image)

Fig. 4: Resize (10%) of Original Mandrill)

Fig. 5: Grayscale of Mandrill
(On transmission Image took 1/4th time to the Original Image)

X. Conclusion
The Progressive Image Transmission is the requirement of the 
most of the areas involved in the Digital Image Processing. 
Progressive Image Transmission plays a great role in large images. 
If an image takes a lot of time to transmit, sometimes user will 
feel nervous and even give up. Progressive Image Transmission 
retains the interest of the end user. Now a day’s Progressive 
Image Transmission is very useful in Internet, Remote Images, 
Geographic Information System, Satellite Images, tele-browsing, 
tele-medicine and mobile applications etc. As a result in this paper, 
it shows that the images of heavy size are resized and compressed, 
The transmitted images took less one fifth or one fourth of time to 
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transmit in web. Which is quite fast. In further  work we are eager 
to improve the quality of the image with image reconstruction 
algorithms while transmission.
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